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Sunday's episode of The Walking Dead gave further insight into Negan's dystopian dictatorship at the Sanctuary, but one of the Saviors was conspicuously missing. Where's Sherry on The Walking Dead? Dwight told Negan he killed her, but that's not the whole story. Dwight not only killed his own ex-wife, but he
sentenced a man to death to appease himself of the guilt of Daryl's escape. Although it's been a while since we saw Sherry on The Walking Dead, in the timeline of the show she recently helped Daryl escape his Easy Street prison cell. After that happened, she took off on her own. Negan sent Dwight to find her, and he
knew exactly where to look - their old house in the woods. He came prepared with beer and pencils, I think willing to walk away with her again. Sherry wasn't there, though. She left a note explaining why she helped Daryl escape – he reminded her of Dwight, before Dwight got too deep into the Saviors and lost too much
of his humanity. She didn't want that to happen to Daryl. Given that Dwight is obsessed with Daryl, this cut deep. Dwight returns and tells Negan that Sherry was destroyed by hikers, and with his help. He tells him that Sherry has confessed to working with the Doctor of the Saviors (not true) to help Daryl escape, which is
fine if Negan kills him because they have another doctor (not true) in Eugene. Without Sherry, Dwight has revisited the worst aspects of his Savior persona and assured Negan that he had no regrets about killing his wife (not even true). Where did Sherry go? The smartest choice would be the Kingdom, whose walls are
protected from the Saviors. She would certainly get along with Carol, who is also close to the humanity she has left. I don't think Sherry would stay hidden for very long on the Hilltop or Alexandria. Maybe she joins Oceanside, or disguises herself as one of the Heapsters/Scavengers. Maybe she'll meet Heath, who also
disappeared into nothingness. I certainly don't think Dwight and Sherry's story is over. I'm interested in what she's doing now, and if there's any hope for Dwight. Spoilers ahead for The Walking Dead's Season 8 finale. A big decision was made on Sunday night's episode of The Walking Dead, but not everyone was on
board. Rick lets Negan live, despite Maggie's protestations, and by the end of the episode, she's certainly not happy. Is maggie going bad in The Walking Dead Season 9? It's unclear if she'll be an all-out antagonist, but she's certainly mad at Rick and Michonne for letting Negan live, and that conflict won't go away
anytime soon. Rick and Michonne tell Negan at the end of the Season 8 finale that they plan to take him keep life in a cell as a kind of example to the rest of the society they build. Carl imagined something better, Rick tells Negan while he's lying in a bed, lying down, of the horrific neck wound he sustained at the hands of
Rick. We're all working together on something bigger than all of us. And you're going to get a job, too. You will be an example of what this will be. We're not going to kill you, we're not going to hurt you. You're going to rot in a cell. You're going to be proof that we're going to make a civilization, something like what we had,
something we're going to get back. Sure, it sounds like a great plan in theory, but a nagging suspicion remains around Maggie. Towards the end of the episode, she talks to Daryl and Jesus about what the future plans for their group should be. We have a lot to do. We need to build this place, make it work better than
before, make it thrive for the people who live here, she tells Jesus while Daryl listens in the shadows. We need our strength - the ability to defend ourselves better - we need that. But... Rick did what he did wrong. So is Michonne. So we're going to bide our time, wait for our moment, and then we're going to show him.
This is certainly an interesting twist for the show to take - Maggie and Daryl have never really been in actual opposition on a serious, moral level to Rick, and Jesus has a name for himself for being more peaceful and not exactly full of revenge. Getting these old fan favorites at odds with each other would certainly give
fans something to wrestle with, and some of them are already skeptical about the conflict. Of course, just because Maggie, Daryl and Jesus want to get rid of Negan once and for all doesn't really mean they need to inflict physical damage on Rick or Michonne to do that. Violence between them all seems pretty out of
character after everything they've been through together, but also Maggie was left hurt in disbelief after Glenn was killed, so it seems like she'll stop at nothing to give Negan what she thinks he deserves. It's also worth noting that some fans wondered why Rick was the only decision maker when it came to sparing
Negan, especially when so many other people, including the Saviors, were hurt by him. Showrunner Scott Gimple told Entertainment Weekly that whatever happens after the Season 8 finale, The Walking Dead will be completely different in the season that follows. This show will very much be a new show next year and
with a bigger, new story, he told the outlet prior to the finale. It was something I was really excited about getting in even before season 8. Whether that refers to new storylines or conflicts between characters like we've never seen before, it's clear that things will be shaken. For now, there's no telling what Maggie and her
followers will go through to get rid of Negan, but as long as Rick and Michonne keep Negan alive, she's not plan to be happy. The core communities of The Walking Dead really can't to lose even more people after the Whisperers' attack on the stock market. But a season finale usually comes down to more death and it
seems that Alexandria may lose its best person. Danai Gurira is leaving the series, so will Michonne be in The Walking Dead Season 10? The season 9 finale, The Storm, airs on March 31 and it's safe to say that no one - characters or fans - would be willing to lose this katana-wielding warrior. But while it's not great
news for the AMC show that Gurira will be leaving, thankfully, the Season 9 finale won't be the last you'll see from Michonne.When The Hollywood Reporter first broke the news in February, the outlet noted that Gurira will be in Season 10 for what was described as handful of episodes. These episodes will be sprinkled
throughout the season so that it looks like Michonne will either be removed from the central stories or will be shown via flashbacks - à la Jesus in the second half of Season 9. But that doesn't mean Michonne's going to die. And that's because THR noted that Gurira will likely team up with Andrew Lincoln in his three Rick
Grimes spin-off films. Rick may be gone, but Michonne and Daryl are well aware that they never found Rick's dead body or resuscitated corpse. And while they're not optimistic enough to think he was dragged into a helicopter (although someone please tells me how no one heard the helicopter), they may have some
hope that he will be buried deep inside them alive. But with Judith and R.J., what could be the catalyst for Michonne to leave Alexandria and hunt for Rick? Well, a theory that popped up after the not-so-calm The Calm Before may give the answer. The fan theory is that Rick will return in the Season 9 finale via Eugene's
radio communications. Before the Whisperers killed Tara, Edith, Henry and others, Eugene happily talked to Rosita about making radio communication between the communities. With this attack of Alpha, uniting the communities and staying in touch will be more essential than ever. And what if Eugene tinkers with the
radio, he manages to get in touch with Rick? That would be the perfect segue for Michonne to go in search of her long-assumed-dead partner. Winter is coming to The Walking Dead for the season 9 finale and Michonne will be in the Storm in her usual capacity. But maybe when season 10 comes along, the series will
only follow her for those handful of episodes as she makes her way to Rick. Michonne traveling solo on the zombie-infested open road would make for some damn good TV (and it would be much, much superior episode than when the governor did it back in Season 4), or the series will show Michonne making the
decision to leave Alexandria through flashbacks where she will seemingly have to leave behind Judith and R.J. Anyway, fans are his to see Michonne a few more times on The Walking Dead after the season 9 finale. While a Michonne and Rick reunion is the dream, you wonder why Michonne - who is the mother of two
- would go after Rick instead of Daryl - who usually thrives as a lone wolf. But Gurira is a g-d Avenger now and is ready to transition to other projects. Still, if what THR speculated is true, her and Lincoln will be kicking ass together again – which more than make up for her abbreviated appearance in season 10. Source:
AMC The third episode of the sixth season of The Walking Dead is an awesome hour of television and confirms the title of the show as one of the best on TV. And for another superlative, it's still the best show on cable TV right now. Thank you, the final episode, is another strong showing from TWD showrunners – who
have decided to flex their muscles a little in the first few weeks of the new season. (They've already gone there, though...) The episode features some grade-A telling, as episode writer Angela Kang uses a little-known character, David, to foreshadow what appears to be the fate of an important character. Furthermore, she
reminds viewers that some members of the core group are in fact sensitive to the fear we have come to know in the TWD universe. What's more, Thank You effectively humanizes some of our favorite characters - like Michonne, Glenn, and Rick - and someone who isn't so much our favorite, Nicholas (Michael Traynor).
Granted, it's a very taxing episode, and will no doubt pull on your heart strings. But, at the end of the day, poignant stories are needed to keep the whole story moving forward, and that's what Kang and the company are delivering this week while the survivors deal with the Mega Herd. Thank You runs the gamut, and
even features sound editing and audio, neat down photos in the Georgian landscape, effectively propped-up ghost towns, and a mix of Alexandrians who add to the tension but are really redundant. Most of the time, a TV show is productive when there is movement - emotionally, physically, metaphorically. Every time
viewers are asked to sit in place, to let the loose ends sort out themselves, they lose patience. That's obvious. In Thank You, the core survivors are on the run, trying to beeline it back to Alexandria to prevent the herd from reaching the entrance. Rick is all alone (if you exclude his radio), Glenn and Nicholas are isolated
in the alleys of a town the last man ever visited on a run, and at least one Alexandria is making a name for himself: Heath (Corey Hawkins). So there's a lot of movement. Big spoilers ahead! Source: AMC There have been moments of melodrama so far season (although it may be the best string of at least three episodes
in a long time), including Tara's motivational pep talk with the the surgeon, Denise (Merritt Weaver), or Carter's previous antics with Rick's leadership, etc. While there's plenty of that in Thank You, including another moment of anti-Rick banter from an Alexandria who is quickly killed off, there are also really raw, heartfelt
moments, including with David (an Alexandrian), and Michonne, on her heartless but common worldview. However, a few flags also go up about how some of our characters are so carelessly lost in the seemingly labyrinthine streets of these villages, and about how the herd can sometimes move so fast. But this bickering
aside, Thank You is up there in the rankings of the best TWD episodes of all six seasons. Why is that? First, we lost Glenn (Steven Yeun). (Or so it seems). He's the first season to go a survivor in a long time, and it was as emotionally stressful as it sounds. In fact, it's perhaps the most emotional moment in the show
since we lost Hershel in season four. But glenn's apparent death may trump that, for Glenn was Rick's sidekick and often moral compass since the second episode of the series. There's a pleasant moment a few scenes before Glenn's death where he says stupid ass on the radio with Rick, something he also does in that
episode oh-so-long ago from season one. However, and that's a key word, Glenn may not in fact be dead, in which case The Walking Dead fans everywhere will be forced to scream from the top of a mountain in excitement. As it stands, though, it's horrible to think about how Maggie (Lauren Cohan) will handle this she's now lost just about everyone that matters to her. However, in order to give Glenn's death his due diligence, we need to delve into the plot of the episode, which will follow. The episode runs concurrently with last week's episode, JSS, which was the domestic group's response to the wolf attack. Thank You is another
fine example of nonlinear stories, and has viewers following Rick, Michonne, Glenn, Nicholas, and Daryl/Sasha/Abraham to a lesser extent. It begins as the group tries to rush back to Alexandria to respond to the blaring horn that stirs the hikers, and to, probably, help the Alexandrians survive by keeping the detour plan in
effect. Rick Source: AMC Alexandria's de facto leader informs Michonne and Glenn that they need to go back to Alexandria, but that the ill-equipped Alexandrians won't be able to make it because they just hold back the rest of the gang. Then he is seen frantically running for much of the episode. He contacts Glenn to
keep the plan in order, and kills a small group of hikers (cutting his hand in the process), and also heads to an RV to get ahead of the Eventually he is met with heavy resistance from the wolves Morgan spared in JSS, which he kills, and the herd of That swarm is RV that didn't start. This is the last we'll see of him. Glenn
Source: AMC Maggie's husband decides to sneak through the ghost town the group has entered, to deter the herd of hikers from making it closer to Alexandria (and his friends immediately near him). Nicholas, who was going to town on a run, decides to come with him, and the duo plans to burn down a feed store to
distract the zombies. Eventually, Nicholas (who follows episode director Michael Slovis occasionally in subjective shots), leads the two into a dead-end alley, and the swarm of zombies overruns them. Nicholas, who is completely checked out of this world, thanks Glenn for giving him a second chance and shooting
himself in the head. In the process, he falls off the container the two were hiding on top of and he takes Glenn with him. The two hit the ground and are immediately devoured by the hundreds of zombies that are on their tails. (Glimmer of hope: Nicholas falls on top of Glenn and viewers can't quite tell if it's just Nicholas's
guts that are treated like sausage links. Could he survive?) Michonne Source: AMC Michonne becomes the fearless leader in Rick's place, and accompanies her mini-group back to Alexandria, where she discovers that the wolves have practically lit the community on fire. In the process, however, she loses a few
Alexandrians (including dissenter, Annie, and David) and has to put Hotness in his place after he tries to compare himself to her and her group. Source: AMC Following the show, on The Talking Dead, Damon Lindelof, showrunner of Lost, said that TWD writers and directors were brazen for bringing such an emotionally
stirring episode to the small screen so early in the season. And he's right. So, if all this has already gone down, what else should we expect this season? Watch a special 90-minute episode of The Walking Dead on AMC on November 1 at 9.m. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Follow Dan Gunderman
on Twitter @dangun127 more of Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Magazine:
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